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A FANONIAN PERSPECTIVE ON 
DOUBLE CONSCIOUSNESS 

T. OWENS MOORE 
Clark Atlanta University 

This study examines the historical parallel between the intellectual work of 
W.E.B. Du Bois and Frantz Fanon. In 1903, Du Bois coined a term called 
"double consciousness" to explain the thought process of being both a 
Negro (i.e., Black) and an American (i.e., non-Black) in the United States. 

Fifty years later, Fanon wrote a detailed analysis of a similar theme in a 
book called Black Skin, White Masks. From two different eras, these two 
scholars/activists provided valuable information on the mental conflict 
associated with having a dual identity. To provide the basis for finding solu- 
tions to the many social crises experienced within the Black community, a 
Fanonian perspective on double consciousness will be discussed. In con- 
clusion, a recommendation will be put forth to focus on a single-minded 
consciousness to rescue, to reconstruct, and to revitalize the minds of those 
who have been miseducated. 

Keywords: Frantz Fanon; W.E.B. Du Bois; double consciousness; 
African Americans 

Slightly more than 100 years ago, W.E.B. Du Bois (1903) wrote a 
classic book called The Souls of Black Folk. Du Bois used the term 
"double consciousness" to help explain the mental conflict that 
exists for many people of African descent living in North America. 

Nearly 50 years later and in a far distant land, Frantz Fanon pub- 
lished his first book, Black Skin, White Masks, in French, and it was 
translated into English in 1967 (Fanon, 1952/1967). Fanon's theme 
was very similar to Du Bois's thoughts, but there is little to no docu- 
mented evidence that links the intellectual careers of Du Bois and 
Fanon. To celebrate the 100 year anniversary of The Souls of Black 
Folk, this article was written to provide a Fanonian perspective on 
double consciousness. 
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Du Bois (1903) defines double consciousness as "a peculiar sen- 
sation . . . this sense of always looking at one's self through the eyes 
of ... One ever feels his twoness, - an American, a Negro . . . two 
unreconciled strivings" (pp. 16-17). Although stated 100 years 
ago, double consciousness is still a dilemma that African Ameri- 
cans must contend with in this White-dominated society. Most 
African Americans feel it is safe to say we are all Americans until 
they experience a rude encounter with racism. In contrast, many 
may only identify with their Blackness and risk being isolated from 
society and friends. A balancing act must be maintained to reduce 
mental conflict, and double consciousness has been one solution. 

Double consciousness implies the thought process of being a 
Negro (i.e., Black) or an American (i.e., non-Black). To be a Negro 
is to be colored, Black, African American, or to be associated with 
the cultural heritage that stems from Africa. To be American is to be 
a Black person in skin pigmentation who mentally identifies with 
White people and European culture. For today, it is implied that 
double consciousness is a struggle to be both an African American 
as well as an American. Outside the context of America,. Fanon 
(1952/1967) espoused a similar theme in his work by expressing, 
"Without a Negro past, without a Negro future, it was impossible 
for me to live my Negrohood. Not yet white, no longer wholly 
black, I was damned" (p. 138). Essentially, double consciousness is 
adaptive as a survival technique, but it can be considered 
maladaptive because it can generate mental conflict. 

MENTAL CONFLICT 

Since the establishment of this White-dominated and White- 
controlled society, mental conflict has been in existence from the 
inception. Mental conflict was generated on the side of the oppres- 
sor (e.g., the Founding Fathers) because of the hypocrisy of their 
agenda. There is no possible way to develop a democratic and equal 
society when the White people who were writing and implement- 
ing the laws considered non- White people to be less than human. 
The hypocrisy of the Founding Fathers has passed on a social dis- 
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ease (Forbes, 1992) that will never be eradicated in this society 
because the democratic principles were formed under a false 
premise. 

In an attempt to be mentally healthy in this insane society, the 
oppressed or exploited can develop adaptive as well as maladaptive 
responses. An adaptive response might entail an accommodating 
mentality that vacillates between being a "Negro" or an American. 
On the other hand, a maladaptive response could be to change your 
reality and to take on the characteristics of the oppressor. In the 
midst of these two diametric positions is mental conflict. To ward 
off mental conflict, it is this author's belief that one must generate a 
fever of resistance. There is a plethora of other historical figures 
to mention, but Du Bois and Fanon are chosen as two individuals 
who openly resisted the oppressor's manipulation of their mind. 
Although Du Bois was a sociologist and Fanon was a psychiatrist, 
they were professionally connected as scholars/activists who 
attempted to define their own reality in a racist society. 

It is not psychologically healthy to measure your worth through 
the eyes of others. Moreover, it is not psychologically healthy to be 
denied full expression of your Blackness or manhood in a White- 
dominated society. If we take the discussion out of Black and 
White, then any oppressed people are forced to live with mental 
conflict when they confront their oppressor on an intellectual level. 
Du Bois and Fanon tried to find balance in their Blackness and 
there are many lessons to learn from their life history. In sum, they 
championed the cause for freedom for all oppressed people. 

HISTORICAL PARALLEL BETWEEN DU BOIS AND FANON 

Du Bois was 57 years old when Fanon was born in 1925. It is 
interesting that two other revolutionary figures were born in 1925 
(i.e., Malcolm X and Patrice Lumumba). It must have been an 
exciting time if they all crossed paths during their worldly travels. 
Du Bois was an established scholar well before Fanon began to 
conceptualize his thoughts on Blackness. It is uncertain to what 
extent the senior Du Bois influenced the younger Fanon, but there 
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was potential overlap in their careers. They were from two different 
worlds, but they had conjoining thoughts that have reverberated for 
decades. Du Bois's double consciousness sounds as though it is 
echoed in Fanon's first book, Black Skin, White Masks. 

Reflecting on the struggles of these two scholars/activists, the 
1940s were an intellectually tumultuous period for both individu- 
als. For instance, after 10 years of teaching and researching at 
Atlanta University (AU), a historically Black college and 
university (HBCU), Du Bois's presence became irritating to the 
administration. As a bold thinker, it is not surprising that he experi- 
enced opposition at the prestigious AU. It is unfortunate, but too 
often HBCUs breed backward thinking and nonprogressive admin- 
istrators because these institutions are managed similar to a planta- 
tion or a neocolonial empire. In the case of Du Bois, the AU presi- 
dent Rufus Clement forced Du Bois to retire. According to Taylor 
Branch (1988), Spelman's President Read finally triumphed in her 
10-year guerilla war against Du Bois. Although she was neither a 
scholar nor an educator, her informal position as the Rockefeller 
representative gave her an overriding strength at all of the schools 
in the AU center. She was on the board of trustees for Morehouse 
College and was the treasurer of AU, signing all checks. In 1944, 
Rockefeller's White "overseer" quietly removed Du Bois from AU. 
With the power of the pen, Spelman's President Read did not 
include Du Bois on the AU faculty payroll list for the fall of 1944. 
The treatment of Du Bois can be summed up in the words of Fanon 
(1952/1967): "The Negro is a slave who has been allowed to 
assume the attitude of the master. The white man is a master who 
has allowed his slaves to eat at his table" (p. 219). Du Bois was 
forced to find somewhere else to eat. 

In 1945, Du Bois attended the 5th Pan African Congress in Man- 
chester, England. During this time period, Fanon was 20 years old 
and had just finished serving in the French military. Fanon was 
awarded the Croix de Guerre for outstanding courage in action for 
fighting in World War II (Ehlen, 2000). Like many Black soldiers 
fighting on behalf of their former oppressor, however, Fanon had 
some serious mental conflict to resolve. He had not come into his 
Black/African consciousness until he was fully exposed to the 
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negritude movement. The negritude movement was the French ver- 
sion of the Black Consciousness movement in the United States. 

In 1947, Fanon arrived as a student in France on his quest to 
become a medical doctor. During this time, he became acquainted 
with his Blackness. Like so many young people in the African dias- 
pora, their experience with the New World can be life-changing 
when they come into adulthood and are confronted with racism 
(i.e., White supremacy). As a child, they may have been mentally 
sheltered from racism, but the dynamics become more complex 
and intricate with age. The earlier teachings of Aime Cesaire, his 
personal encounter with racism in the military, and the influences 
of negritude poets steered Fanon toward Black consciousness and a 
repudiation of assimilation into White society (Bulhan, 1985). 
During this period of intense reading, it is likely that he came across 
literature produced by Du Bois. 

Metaphorically, negritude helped him to see that the trunk may 
be painted white, but the roots will remain black. As Fanon experi- 
enced in both the French military and the French educational sys- 
tem, the encounter with the oppressor in his own land (i.e., France) 
led to a rude awakening that was not previously recognized. In 
Black Skin, White Masks, Fanon (1952/1967) wrote, "Subjectively, 
intellectually, the Antillean conducts himself like a white man. But 
he is a Negro. That he will learn once he goes to Europe" (p. 148). 
Fanon was discussing double consciousness for the Black inhabit- 
ants of the French colony known as Martinique. It is uncertain, 
however, if Fanon was familiar with Du Bois's double conscious- 
ness as expressed in The Souls of Black Folk. Fanon saw double 
consciousness materializing before his eyes, because he saw that 
negritude presented neither a total departure from the White world 
it denounced nor a program of transformative action for oppressed 
conditions. 

Fanon's exploration into negritude did not last long, and he 
departed from his former mentor, Cesaire, to engage in a more deci- 
sive swing toward radicalization. In 1958, when Cesaire supported 
the campaign for integration of his homeland Martinique with 
France, Fanon's focus was on liberation and independence (Bulhan, 
1985). Ghana had become the first African country to gain inde- 
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pendence from colonial rule in 1957 (Nkrumah, 1963), and Fanon 
participated in the first All African People's Conference in Accra, 
Ghana, in 1958. During the same year, Du Bois traveled abroad to 
China, France, England, Sweden, Germany, Russia, and Czecho- 
slovakia (West, 1996). Du Bois learned much about the experi- 
ences of oppressed people throughout the world. He grew further 
and further apart from his contemporaries and adversaries in the 
United States. He could no longer tolerate the "talented 10th" or the 
middle-class society that produced them. For Fanon, it was the 
middle class that created a stench in society. It is the same middle- 
class mentality that created hell for Du Bois in the NAACP as well 
as the AU. Fanon (1952/1967) so poignantly stated in Black Skin, 
White Masks, 

Intellectual alienation is a product of middle-class society. What I 
call middle-class society is any society that becomes rigidified in 
predetermined forms, forbidding all evolution, all gains, all prog- 
ress, all discovery. I call middle-class a closed society in which life 
has no taste, in which the air is tainted, in which ideas and men are 
corrupt. And I think that a man who takes a stand against this death 
is in a sense a revolutionary, (pp. 224-225) 

As a revolutionary, Fanon resigned from his position as a psychi- 
atrist for the French government and joined the underground inde- 
pendence movement to free Algeria from French colonial rule. 
Fanon was well known and respected by many other revolutionary 
figures, and he was invited by the Ghanian president, Kwame 
Nkrumah, to participate in the second All African People's Confer- 
ence in Accra, Ghana, in 1960. Fanon was to become the perma- 
nent Ambassador to Ghana for the Provisional Algerian Govern- 
ment (Ehlen, 2000). In 1961, Nkrumah invited Du Bois to Ghana to 
begin work on the Encyclopedia Africana, a project Du Bois pro- 
posed in 1909 (West, 1996). As a result of their involvement in 
Ghanian politics, Fanon and Du Bois were on a collision course for 
the "meeting of their minds," but Fanon died in the United States in 
1961, the same year Du Bois departed the United States for Ghana. 
One soul came to America (Fanon in December) and one soul left 
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America (Du Bois in October). After 2 years of working on the 
encyclopedia, Du Bois became a Ghanian citizen, and he eventually 
died in 1963 at the age of 95. 

In sum, it is a sad state of affairs when intellectuals of African 
descent cannot fully express themselves. Du Bois and Fanon val- 
iantly fought against this mental conflict, and they tried to provide a 
vision for a new world. It is difficult to determine when and if they 
met and what influence Du Bois had on Fanon. However, they are 
intellectually connected in their separate literary works. 

A CONTEMPORARY ANALYSIS 
OF DOUBLE CONSCIOUSNESS 

Historically, people of African descent living in America have 
been acculturated to believe in a Eurocentric version of world 
events. The common thread of Eurocentrism leads one to believe 
that Africans were savages who had to be enslaved to be civilized. 
The horrors of chattel slavery are normally glossed over as if it was 
a time in history that did not mean too much. A correct view of his- 
tory reveals that Europeans destroyed many old and well-function- 
ing societies, usually for political and economic gain. When history 
is read correctly, double consciousness is not needed. A proper 
view of history that puts the reader at the center and not the 
periphery can help to develop a single-minded consciousness. 
The goal of a single-minded consciousness would be to obtain 
mental liberation. 

It should never be forgotten that African Americans are former 
slaves who are still living in the presence of their former oppres- 
sors. Because freedom from chattel slavery was not fought for but 
granted in the form of the Emancipation Proclamation, the Afri- 
cans who were stolen and brought to America have never known 
true independence. According to Fanon (1952/1967), "The Negro 
knows nothing of the cost of freedom, for he has not fought for it. 
From time to time he has fought for Liberty and Justice, but these 
were always white liberty and white justice" (p. 221). Fanon 
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believed that the American Negro was in a precarious position and 
there were reasons that Fanon never had an interest to visit the 
United States. From his evaluation, 

In the United States, the Negro battles and is battled. There are laws 
that, little by little, are invalidated under the Constitution. There are 
other laws that forbid certain forms of discrimination. And we can 
be sure nothing is given free. (p. 221) 

John Henrik Clarke (1991) has often reminded us that "history is 
a clock that people use to tell their time of day. It is a compass that 
people use to locate themselves on the map of human geography" 
(p. 25). As it stands today, it appears as though the African Ameri- 
can community has lost the compass, the map, and all sense of 
geography. Many African Americans are currently guided by fads 
and fashions and whatever the media see fit for them to follow. How 
tragic it is that education is no longer as valued as it was in the past. 
Generations have lost their way because the previous generation 
did not properly prepare the next generation for the future. 

A common mistake that has been made by many Black families 
is the refusal to teach the vivid story of how we were enslaved. One 
can understand the desire to shelter a child from horror, but it is neg- 
ligent to avoid teaching what it meant to struggle for freedom. A 
generation of parents did not want their children to suffer as they 
did so they did not remind them of the past. The youth today have 
very few guides from the past because parents were ashamed to dis- 
cuss the enslavement process that destroyed their mind, their com- 
munity, and their culture. There is no denying how significant the 
effect of slavery was to our present state, but double consciousness 
will make you forget the past. Vacillating between being a Negro or 
an American has fractured the psyches of numerous generations of 
stolen Africans. Rather than being who they were when they were 
brought here, the effects of White supremacy forced double con- 
sciousness to the forefront as a coping mechanism. It is time to 
reevaluate this thought process and perhaps develop a single- 
minded consciousness. 
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A double consciousness can delude a person to believe they can 
mentally fixate themselves into someone else's reality. A single- 
minded consciousness, on the other hand, will help to lessen the 
delusion and allow the individual to look at themselves in a healthy 
manner. 

The essential quest in a single-minded consciousness should be 
power (Wilson, 1998). Power should translate into the ability to 
define your own reality, and it has been a struggle to obtain power 
because powerful people never teach powerless people how to take 
their power away from them (Clarke, 1991). Education is where 
this can begin, but it must first be valued. Du Bois and Fanon valued 
education and their lives' work is a testament to this fact. In this arti- 
cle, the lives and personal histories of these two individuals were 
used to demonstrate how reading about the past can provide direc- 
tion for the future. There lies the essential problem with the value 
on education in the African American community - an educational 
process that encourages reading. In reading, you strengthen your 
vocabulary and your understanding of how the world operates and 
where you need to go to better your life. 

There are many reasons that education is not as valued as it was 
in the past, but this must change for the plight of African Americans 
to change. For both African American youth and their parents, the 
lack of interest in higher education may be due to both mental and 
cultural conflict. Mental conflict can psychologically detach the 
African from his or her heritage and cultural conflict can cause one 
to adopt the culture of the dominant society. Either form of conflict 
will cause one to stray from who they are to follow whatever some- 
one else thinks. It is the view of this author that double conscious- 
ness in a White-dominated society has caused us to lose the map 
and compass to know where the African American community is 
going. 

In conjunction with an earlier comment about a White overseer 
who terminated Du Bois 's job at AU, it is interesting to note that 
this one overseer was linked to three separate HBCUs in the Atlanta 
University Center, but not Morris Brown College (MBC). MBC 
kept the tradition of maintaining a single consciousness. MBC was 
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founded, funded, and supported by the African Methodist Episco- 
pal Church, and they have refused to relinquish power to White 
interests. Sadly, MBC faced its most challenging year in 2003 
when it lost accreditation in April by the Southern Association of 
Colleges and Schools for major problems with financial aid, record 
keeping, institutional effectiveness, and alleged mismanagement 
(Reed, 2003). A financial call was sent out to the African American 
community to help this proud, independent school survive, but the 
debt was too high - or was it? If the response to the cry to keep 
MBC financially solvent was an indication of what African Ameri- 
cans value, then we are in a troubling state of affairs that is 
spreading like a virus. 

In the same year that MBC experienced financial challenges, a 
second HBCU in the Atlanta University Center suffered similar 
experiences with mismanagement. Now Clark Atlanta University 
(CAU) is on the verge of collapse (Jones, 2003). In the ensuing 
years since Clark College and Atlanta University merged in 1988, 
financial woes deepened as funding sources dried up in the poor 
economy. The plight of MBC and CAU is mentioned here to dem- 
onstrate that African Americans have limited power to save their 
own institutions. Perhaps a single-minded consciousness could 
have helped focus on the mission to find a place in the future. With 
the impending fall of HBCUs over the coming years, the chance for 
education to be a path toward freedom will be slowly slipping away. 

The loss of academic institutions is monumental, but there are 
other problems that exist. For example, the statistics have increased 
for the rate of crime, imprisonment, school dropouts, single-parent 
homes, and unemployment. Furthermore, a lack of academic 
resources in schools, decreased moral standards, and eroded family 
values have left the Black community in a state of crisis. The middle- 
class entrapment has left many people with the quest for the wrong 
values. In other words, the drive for material resources has lowered 
the interest in building strong communities. The house and the car 
have become more important than the children and their future. Tat- 
toos, hair styles, nail styling, pierced body parts, and fashions have 
led us astray. 
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The next generation is doomed to repeat the cycle of despair 
unless there is an educational program to reconstruct the minds of a 
people who have lost their way (Armah, 1973). It will be 2,000 sea- 
sons before we can ever reclaim the glory of our past. If 2,000 sea- 
sons pass, however, it will probably serve as the extinction date for 
a people who lost their way. African Americans have become a 
nation within a nation that values spending more than saving. It 
appears as though the masses of African Americans have money, 
but it is certainly not wealth. Wealth, for example, would not allow 
HBCUs such as MBC and CAU to have financial constraints. To 
slow the cycle of despair, the African American community needs 
wealth with a cultural consciousness and a philanthropic spirit. 

CONCLUSION 

To conclude, double consciousness may have some value, but 
the numerous social crises festering in many Black communities 
deserve radical solutions (Asante, 2003). Although Asante and oth- 
ers have been critical of the concept of double consciousness, argu- 
ing that there is only one consciousness but different forms of con- 
fusion, this article uses examples of the lives of Du Bois and Fanon 
to give the reader an indication of what can be learned from the 
past. A Fanonian perspective on double consciousness may pro- 
vide the basis for finding a solution to the many crises faced by peo- 
ple of African descent despite the objections. These two intellec- 
tual giants gave the world a body of literature that is still applicable 
today. 

Rather than stay and see the valley of the dry bones, Du Bois left 
the United States in 1961 with no intention to return. Fanon never 
wanted to come to the United States, but he did not have much of a 
choice because he needed advanced treatment for his leukemia. 
Both scholars may have known much more than we can realize 
about the challenges of surviving in America. If there is hope, then 
it will begin with self-reflection. It is recommended that we depart 
from a double consciousness and focus on a single-minded con- 
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sciousness to rescue, to reconstruct, and to revitalize the minds of 
those who have been miseducated. It is never too late to learn, but 
we must first develop the capacity to value learning. To paraphrase 
Fanon, we must not just know the world but change it. 
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